
 

 

The Canadian Association of Parson Russell Terrier Fanciers awards certificates known 

as REGISTER OF MERIT CANADA (ROMC) to Owners/Breeders of Parson Russell 

Terriers that have excelled in producing Champion offspring.  

 

In order for a dog to qualify for ROMC status it must meet the following requirements:  

 

 

DOG: Upon application by the owner, a dog will be awarded the ROMC title if he is the 

sire of ten or more CKC Champions, at least 9 of which must be conformation champions 

and no more than one of which may be an OTCH, with no individual dog counting more 

than once toward the total. Supporting documentation may be required by the ROMC 

Chairperson in order to verify the titles listed prior to granting the award.  

 

BITCH: Upon application by the owner, a bitch will be awarded the ROMC title if she is 

the dam of five or more CKC Champions at least 4 of which must be conformation 

champions and no more than one of which may be an OTCH, with no individual dog 

counting more than once toward the total.  Supporting documentation may be required by 

the ROMC Chairperson in order to verify the titles listed prior to granting the award.  

 

 

The dog must be verified as the sire/dam of the Canadian Champion offspring. 

 N.B. A dog or bitch which receives an Altered CKC Championship does not qualify as  

get towards the ROMC status of its sire or dam. 

 

 

Additional certificates can be mailed for an additional $5.00 Canadian per certificate. 

 

Fees to apply for ROMC status for non-members is $15.00 Canadian.  All fees must be 

received before the certificates are printed and mailed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ROMC APPLICATION FORM 

 

 

NAME OF DOG: __________________________________________ 

                                               Including Any Titles 

SIRE:  ___________________________________________________ 

                                               Include Any Titles 

DAM: __________________________________________________ 

                                               Include Any Titles 

BREEDER’S NAME(s):______________________________________ 

ADDRESS:_________________________________________________ 

OWNER’S NAME (s):________________________________________ 

ADDRESS:_________________________________________________ 

 

       LIST OF CHAMPION OFFSPRING INCLUDE TITLES 

 

1. _________________________________________________ 

2. _________________________________________________ 

3. _________________________________________________ 

4. _________________________________________________ 

5. _________________________________________________ 

6. _________________________________________________ 

7. _________________________________________________ 

8. _________________________________________________ 

9. _________________________________________________ 

   10.  __________________________________________________ 
If more than 10 please provide additional names on a separate piece of paper 

   
  OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

 
1. Photo of the dog for the ROMC PAGE on the CAPRTF Website.  If emailed 

please scan at 300 dpi and forward to Addison White at 

(addiron@eastlink.ca)  If no access to email send photo by mail to CAPRTF 

c/o Addison White 248 Truro Heights Rd. Box 2 Comp 1, Truro Heights, 

Nova Scotia B6L 1X3. 

 

2. Number of Certificates requested _______ .  If more than original allotted 

certificates please include appropriate fee as outlined in the qualifications. 

       

 

 


